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Two of the best Danish bloggers battle each other on this delightful subject; chocolate. 

Just as their chocolate blogs,  and  , www.Chocolat.dk www.Anneauchocolat.dk

  invites you into a scrummy, yummy universe stuffed with joie de Happiness is chocolate

vivre and recipes that encourage creative play in the kitchen of delight. The book is 

focused on delicious, varied and creative flavours based on the chocolate girls’ great 

love of chocolate. 

The book is centred on 30 different ingredients. For each ingredient, the authors each 

provides her take on a chocolate recipe that focuses on the ingredient. For instance, 

Maja offers small, delicate chocolate macaroons with pear, where as Anne serves a new 

edition of the classic Pear Belle Hélène. This means you have two different versions of 

how to use pear in the sweet chocolate kitchen. 

The book offers you recipes for cakes, pies, cupcakes, ice cream, mousses, creams, 

macaroons, cookies, breakfast, pop cakes, truffles and much, much more. All of them 

featuring chocolate as the main ingredient.

 , 31 years old, is behind the chocolate blog  , a Maja Ambeck Vase www.chocolat.dk

delicious universe of chocolate recipes and love of chocolate. Maja has been studying at 

the University of Copenhagen and works with communication at DanChurchAid.

 

 enjoys her chocolate every day, is 27 years old and her real name is Anne au Chocolat

 . Since June 2009, she has been behind the chocolate blog Anne Moltke Hansen www.

 ,that offer you delicious cakes, chocolate stuff and other tremendous anneauchocolat.dk

treats. Anne holds a master degree from Copenhagen Business School and she works in 

Communication at The Chocolate Company.
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Reviews

- Politiken

 
Calorie-alert! Two chocolate bloggers are trying to tempt you

- Bo Bedre

 


